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Grants for innovative farmers

T

he Northeast Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education (SARE) program offers Farmer Grants for eligible full- and part-time commercial
farmers. This program works on the assumption that farmers, with the
right kind of support, can conduct on-farm experiments that will make interesting, important contributions to the sustainability of farms across the Northeast.
These grants allow farmers to put time and money into testing new ideas, and
their results add to the pool of practical knowledge about sustainable agricultural
techniques.
This tip sheet will give you answers to some basic questions about the program so
that you can support your farmer clients in their efforts to find sustainable solutions to issues on their farms. To be sustainable, a project must improve profits,
advance environmental stewardship, and benefit the wider farm community.
The role of the technical advisor is an area of confusion among many applicant
farmers. The technical advisor, to SARE reviewers, is a key component to any
application. To clarify the relationship between farmers and technical advisors,
we have posted a video to the regional website that shows the different kinds of
interactions advisors can have with grantee farmers. Go to http://www.nesare.org/
Dig-Deeper/Pictures-Stories-and-Video/Video-vault and select “Farmers and Their
Technical Advisors.”

What’s involved in applying for a grant?
Farmers develop their ideas and write the grant application, but SARE also requires that a technical advisor review each proposal. Typically, this is an extension agent, a crop consultant, or other professional. Being a technical advisor
involves talking with farmers as they develop a viable plan, reading the proposal,
checking in periodically once a project is up and running, and perhaps helping a
farmer tell others about the project, often through a flyer, extension newsletter, or
a web summary of the results.

How does the Farmer Grant program benefit me?
Grant funds can be used to pay you for the time spent on the project, and the
farmer, outside consultants, and other collaborators can also be compensated. And,
since the SARE emphasis is on profitability, good stewardship, and strengthening
the wider farm community, your support for your farmer furthers these goals. The
grants also put new ideas into circulation, potentially enhancing the sustainability
of all the farms you serve. Helping farmers get these grants is also a good way to
achieve your educational programming goals, and they can be an effective multiplier.

What’s my role as a service provider?
Your work with farmers makes you a good judge of who is most likely to be a
strong applicant and allows you to deliver SARE program dollars to farmers with
experience, imagination, and farming skills. Your experience with farming systems and applied research can improve a farmer’s chances of getting a grant, and
your role in the project puts you in an excellent position to plan a workshop for
your farmers on how to write a successful Farmer Grant application.

What kind of time commitment is involved?
Your farmer client will consult with you in developing the grant application, and
you should allow time to read it carefully, comment on it, and write a brief letter of
support to be submitted with the final proposal. After that, the farmer should substantially run the project.
Some farmers without internet access may need your help applying and sending in
reports, and it’s not uncommon for an agent to write up project results for a newsletter or a web site posting as part of an outreach plan. Farmer-run projects often
result in fresh, interesting copy for regional and statewide publications.

How long do these projects run?
Most Farmer Grants happen over the course of one growing season, although some
run longer. Since the awards are capped at $15,000, there is a natural limit on how
much effort the award can support. If a project shows continued promise or raises
new, interesting questions, the farmer can continue the work by applying for another grant.

What kinds of projects get funded?
We have funded projects that explore new marketing and production techniques,
pest management, cover crops, composting, agroforestry, new crop trials, bee health
and alternative pollinators, new tool development—you name it. Projects must test
a genuinely new idea, or offer a new twist on an old one, and show evidence of good
planning. We won’t fund projects that allow farmers to merely adopt a proven sustainable technique—SARE money is reserved for innovation and exploration.
Recent projects, with brief descriptions, are posted to the Northeast SARE web site.
Go to www.nesare.org and click on “Get a Grant,” then “Farmer Grants.” You’ll see
a “Recent Awards” box on the right-hand side of the page; use this to see summaries
of awards sorted by year. You can also use the national project database at www.
sare.org/reporting/report_viewer.asp. Set your search for “Northeast” and “Farmer
Grants.” There are more than 500 summaries and descriptions posted, so you may
want to narrow your search by using a keyword or by looking at projects only in
your state.

What if the project doesn’t go as planned?
Some projects don’t—this is the price of innovation. SARE accepts that new ideas
are risky and not all new ideas work out. But keep in mind that what others might
see as failure we tend to see as information, and we ask that problems and unexpected results be reported to us frankly so that others can learn from them. Farmers
who come up with a different approach to the original problem are encouraged to
apply again.
Please note that technical advisors are not responsible for farmers who fail to follow
through on their projects—managing the grant is the farmer’s responsibility. We
do hope you will let us know if your farmer’s project is not progressing or is in difficulty.

Is the application complicated?
No—successful proposals consist of ten to twelve well-written paragraphs; the application format is straightforward. Each section is a question (“What do you want
to do?” “How will you measure your results?” etc.), and the budget format is a downloadable Excel spreadsheet with the expense categories already loaded. Internet
access is required to copy and paste the proposal to an online template.

What if I have a great idea and would like to test or demonstrate it with some of
my farmers?
You should apply for a SARE Partnership Grant. These awards allow you to work
with one or more farmers, with you as the project manager, on their farms. You
would be in charge of writing the application, running the project, collecting the
data, and doing the reporting, and the funds would flow through your organization
rather than their farm. Partnership Grants are also useful for those times when a
farmer has an interesting idea but no time to manage a controlled test of it. Partnership Grants are specifically for extension and other agricultural professionals
who are uniquely positioned to do on-farm research, marketing, and demonstration
projects with farmers as cooperators.

I have a farmer who has an interesting idea for a grant and wants to know more.
Is there a contact person who can answer questions?
Carol Delaney, the Farmer Grant specialist, can be reached at 802/656-0697, and
her e-mail is carol.delaney@uvm.edu. She can answer basic questions, arrange for
the mailing of printed materials, or direct your farmer to the web site where the application is posted. She is also available to lead workshops on how to write a Farmer
Grant, but cannot directly coach farmers on proposal content.

I have questions about the different SARE grant programs or SARE in general.
Who do I talk to?
The main Northeast SARE office is in Burlington, Vermont. You can call 802/6560471 or send e-mail to nesare@uvm.edu. The web site is at www.nesare.org.







To download Farmer Grant application materials, go to the Northeast SARE web
site (www.nesare.org) and follow the “Get a Grant” link to “Farmer Grants.”
The Farmer Grant application is a PDF file. The budget template is an Excel file.
To request printed copies of Farmer Grant materials, call 802/656-0471.
Northeast SARE is funded by the National Institute of Food and Agriculture,
USDA.

